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ABSTRACT
Two reactive strength index (RSI) variants exist, the RSI and RSI modified (RSImod)
which are typically calculated during the drop jump (DJ) and countermovement jump (CMJ),
respectively. Both RSI variants have been used to monitor athletes’ ability to complete stretchshortening cycle actions quickly, but they have never been compared. The purpose of this study
was to determine if they yield relatable information about reactive strength characteristics.
Male professional rugby league players (n = 21, age = 20.8±2.3 years, height = 1.82±0.06 m
and body mass = 94.3±8.4 kg) performed three DJs (30 cm) and CMJs on a force plate. RSI
and RSImod were subsequently calculated by dividing jump height by ground contact time
(GCT) and time to take-off (TTT), respectively. All variables were highly reliable (intraclass
correlation coefficient ≥0.78) with acceptable levels of variability (coefficient of variation
≤8.2%), albeit larger variability was noted for DJ variables. Moreover, there was a large
relationship between RSI and RSImod (r=0.524, P=0.007), whereas very large relationships
were noted between jump heights (r=0.762, P<0.001) and between GCT and TTT (ρ=0.705,
P<0.001). Additionally, RSI (0.90±0.22) was largely and significantly (d=2.57, P<0.001)
greater than RSImod (0.47±0.08). The DJ-derived RSI yields much larger values than the CMJderived RSImod and although a large relationship was noted between them, it equated to just
22% shared variance. These results suggest that the two RSI variants do not explain each other
well, indicating that they do not assess entirely the same reactive strength qualities and should
not be used interchangeably.

KEYWORDS
Countermovement jump; drop jump; correlation; plyometric; monitoring
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INTRODUCTION
Reactive strength describes the ability to complete a fast stretch-shortening cycle (SSC)
action, that is to perform a rapid eccentric (braking) phase and then transition quickly into a
rapid concentric (propulsion) phase (37). The ability to utilize the SSC quickly is typically
assessed during vertical jumping tasks by calculating the reactive strength index (RSI). The
RSI is usually calculated during vertical jumping tasks that have an identifiable ground contact
time (GCT), such as the drop jump (DJ). The RSI provides valuable insight into neuromuscular
and SSC function by accounting for the duration over which force has been produced to achieve
a given jump height (JH) (14). It is calculated, therefore, by dividing JH by GCT (38). An
amended version of the RSI calculation, termed RSI modified (RSImod), was more recently
created to overcome the issue of RSI being exclusively applied to jumps involving an obvious
GCT, by replacing GCT with time to take-off (TTT) (12). RSImod can therefore be determined
for a range of countermovement-initiated jumping tasks, such as the countermovement jump
(CMJ), whereby the feet are already in contact with the ground before the jump commences.
This is done by dividing JH by TTT (calculated from the initiation of the countermovement to
take-off) (12).
Traditionally, fast SSC tasks are considered to involve GCTs ≤ 250 ms, with slow SSC
tasks involving GCTs ≥ 251 ms (32). Although the DJ is considered a fast SSC task, it is not
always executed with a GCT ≤ 250 ms. This is partly to do with task instruction (38), with
focus placed on maximizing JH leading to a “countermovement” DJ technique (characterized
by longer GCT and sometimes referred to as a depth jump) and focus on minimizing GCT
leading to a “bounce” DJ technique (5, 33). A recent study compared RSI values between these
two DJ techniques (from drop heights of 15-60 cm) and reported that RSI was always higher
for the “bounce” DJ approach (referred to simply as DJ hereafter), but that GCTs ≤ 250 ms
were only achieved from the 15 and 30 cm drop heights (33). Research shows that reducing
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GCT, by increasing leg stiffness, leads to greater RSI (1, 20) which is synonymous with larger
ground reaction forces (GRFs). Thus larger GRFs are achieved when performing the DJ with
shorter GCTs, even when drop height is constant (6). Similarly, shorter GCTs and larger GRFs,
thus greater RSI, can be expected when performing the DJ versus the CMJ (6). This is because
the CMJ is initiated while the feet are on the ground (i.e. no initial impact force) which requires
the athlete to undergo an unweighting phase before the GRF increases beyond bodyweight as
the braking phase begins (thus prolonging TTT).
Although the mechanical demands of each jump differ, and the CMJ is described as a
slow SSC task whereas the DJ is described as a fast SSC task (32), a higher CMJ RSImod is still
reflective of a faster and more forceful jump (21, 25). Consequently, one might expect those
with better reactive strength characteristics to attain a higher RSI irrespective of the type of
jump performed. To the authors’ knowledge, only ten published studies have calculated RSImod
to date (3, 5, 12, 21, 25-27, 35-37), but surprisingly none of them have established whether
RSImod and the original RSI metric are correlated. Doing so would enable practitioners to make
informed decisions and determine whether they produce relatable information. For example, it
may be that CMJ RSImod is more suitable for monitoring weaker athletes due to the lower
mechanical demand, whereas DJ RSI is better suited to monitoring stronger athletes (4, 5).
Therefore, it might be that the RSI variant used to monitor athletes could be selected based on
their current training status and evolve with their training cycle (i.e. as they progress from a
maximal strength through to a speed-strength training cycle, or simply as their reactive strength
increases). This would only be warranted, however, if RSI variants were able to yield relatable
information.
Comparing and correlating RSI and RSImod values attained during a DJ and CMJ,
respectively, would inform practitioners of the relatability/interchangeability of these values
and allow them to make an informed decision about the most appropriate jump test, and thus
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RSI variant, for a given sport or athlete. The aim of this study, therefore, was to explore both
the differences and relationships between RSI and RSImod values in rugby league players. This
sporting group were of particular interest due to the varied physical and match demands noted
within a squad. It was hypothesized that RSI values would be greater than RSImod values
because the DJ yields a slightly lower JH but a much shorter GCT. However, it was also
hypothesized that they would share a positive relationship.

METHODS
Experimental Approach to the Problem
This study employed a within-session repeated measures design whereby subjects
performed multiple CMJs and DJs on a force platform, enabling differences and correlations
between RSI variants, JH and GCT/TTT to be determined.
Subjects
Professional male rugby league players (n = 21 [11 forwards and 10 backs], age = 20.8
± 2.3 years, height = 1.82 ± 0.06 m and body mass = 94.3 ± 8.4 kg) from the English Super
League attended a single testing session at the start of the preseason training period. All subjects
had previous experience of performing CMJs and DJs in line with the protocols discussed in
the procedures section. Written informed consent was provided prior to testing, the study was
pre-approved by the institutional review board and conformed to the World Medical
Association’s Declaration of Helsinki.
Procedures
Following a brief warm-up consisting of dynamic stretching and sub-maximal jumping
(single effort and repeated CMJs), subjects performed three CMJs to a self-selected depth
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followed by three DJ from a 30 cm high box. Jumps were separated by a one-minute rest period,
with three minutes of rest between CMJs and DJs. Subjects were instructed to perform the
jumps as fast (or to minimize GCT for the DJ trials) and as high as possible, whilst keeping
their arms akimbo. Any jumps that were inadvertently performed with the inclusion of arm
swing or leg tucking during the flight phase (tester observation) were omitted and additional
jumps were performed after one minute of rest.
Jump GRFs were recorded at 1000 Hz using a Kistler type 9286AA force platform and
Bioware 5.11 software (Kistler Instruments Inc., Amherst, NY, USA). It should be noted that
the force platform was 3 cm high so the effective drop height for the DJs was 27 cm. Subjects
were instructed to stand still for the initial (CMJ) or final (DJ) one second of data collection
(29, 30) to enable the subsequent determination of body weight (vertical GRF averaged over 1
s). Raw vertical force-time data were exported as text files and analyzed using a customized
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (version 2016, Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA, USA).
Center of mass velocity was determined by dividing vertical GRF (minus body weight)
by body mass and then integrating the product using the trapezoid rule (29). CMJ start was
identified in line with current recommendations (30). Touchdown (DJ only) and take-off was
identified when vertical GRF exceeded and fell below five times the standard deviation of the
flight phase force, respectively (26, 27, 29). Vertical velocity at touchdown was estimated for
the DJ based on drop height (2). JH was derived from vertical velocity at take-off (29). RSI
and RSImod was calculated as JH divided by GCT and TTT, respectively (12, 38).

Statistical Analyses
A two-way random-effects model intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was used to
determine the relative between-trial reliability of each variable. The ICC values were
interpreted according to previous research where values ≥ 0.75 are considered excellent (16).
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Absolute between-trial variability of each variable was calculated using the coefficient of
variation (calculated in this study as the standard deviation divided by the mean) expressed as
a percentage (%CV). A CV of ≤ 10% was considered to be reflective of acceptable variability
in line with previous recommendations (10).
Both RSI variants, JH and GCT met parametric assumptions, but TTT did not. Mean
differences in RSI variants and JHs were therefore compared using independent t-tests whereas
GCT and TTT were compared using the Wilcoxon test. Effect size (ES) calculations (Cohen’s
d) provided measure of the magnitude of the differences in each variable and they were
interpreted as trivial (< 0.35), small (0.35-0.80), moderate (0.80-1.5), and large (> 1.5),
respectively (31). Relationships between RSI variants and JH were explored using the Pearson
correlation coefficient, whereas relationships between GCT and TTT were explored using the
Spearman correlation coefficient. Correlation coefficients were interpreted as trivial (0.0-0.1),
small (0.1-0.3), moderate (0.3-0.5), large (0.5-0.7), very large (0.7-0.9), and nearly perfect (0.91.0) (18). All statistical tests were performed using SPSS software (version 23; SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL, USA) with the alpha level set at P ≤ 0.05. Post-hoc statistical power was
determined using G.Power 3.1 (13).

RESULTS
All variables demonstrated excellent reliability and acceptable variability betweentrials (Table 1). RSI was significantly greater than RSImod (power = 1.00, large ES) because the
DJ produced significantly lower JH (power = 0.64, small ES), and a significantly shorter GCT
(power = 1.00, large ES) (Table 1).

***INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE***
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As shown in Figure 1, there was a large relationship between RSI and RSImod (r = 0.524,
P = 0.007, power = 0.86), whereas very large relationships were noted between JH (r = 0.762,
P < 0.001, power = 1.00) and both GCT and TTT (ρ = 0.705, P < 0.001, power = 1.00).

***INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE***

DISCUSSION
The aim of this study was to explore differences and relationships between RSI and
RSImod values. The results show that DJ-derived RSI yields much larger values than CMJderived RSImod but a large relationship was noted between the two variants, supporting our
hypotheses. Nevertheless, only 22% of the variance in RSI could be explained by RSImod
suggesting that these RSI variants are somewhat distinct. RSI was almost twice as high as
RSImod due to the large difference between GCT and TTT, given that JH showed only a small
difference between jumps (Table 1). Interestingly, DJ and CMJ height and GCT and TTT
demonstrated very large relationships with one another (Figure 1). This suggests that there is
a general trend for the constituent parts of the RSI variants to positively correlate but these
associations diminish slightly when expressed as a ratio of JH to GCT/TTT.
The present results seem to support a better cross-over of JH between jump types
(largest explained variance and small difference between jumps) than GCT/TTT, but JH only
describes the output of the jump rather than the strategy employed on the ground which is
thought to be more important from a neuromuscular/SSC perspective (17, 25, 37). The better
cross-over of JH between jump types might be due to most subjects performing the DJ with a
“countermovement” rather than “bounce” technique (only 3 of the 21 subjects achieved a GCT
of ≤ 250 ms said to be reflective of a fast SSC action (32) as illustrated in bottom graph of
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Figure 1), despite being instructed to minimize GCT whilst maximizing JH. The DJ technique
utilized by the subjects tested in this study generally leads to a greater JH (34, 39), and, as the
name implies, there are typically greater temporal and kinematic similarities between the
“countermovement” DJ technique and the CMJ (39), which may have contributed to these
results.
As reported in Table 1, JH was the most reliable variable calculated for the CMJ and
GCT was the most reliable variable calculated for the DJ from an ICC perspective. A much
larger spread of DJ-derived RSI scores, which increases the likelihood of the ICC being greater
(rank order more likely to be maintained for an inhomogeneous data set), likely contributed to
the higher ICC. The between-trial variability (%CV) was slightly larger for all DJ variables,
suggesting the CMJ-derived RSImod might be more sensitive at detecting changes in
neuromuscular function for this group due to subjects demonstrating a more consistent
performance during the CMJ between trials. This may have been due to the subjects being more
familiar with the CMJ, despite them having also performed the DJ in previous testing and
training sessions. Overall, these results suggest there is a more variable strategy for the DJ in
rugby league players whereas the CMJ was performed with desired technique (i.e. TTT was
quite short and RSImod was quite high compared to the literature (25, 36)), but DJ GCT were
more variable (22).
Despite the higher overall variability reported for RSI and its constituent parts in this
study, previous studies have reported a higher reliability for RSI derived from DJs performed
from a 30 cm high box in collegiate athletes (15) and from higher boxes in trained hurlers (7)
and professional basketballers (22). Additionally, when GCT is restricted to ≤ 250 ms, as was
enforced in a recent study (22), the DJ assesses fast SSC ability (32). This information taken
together suggests that if athletes are capable of consistent DJ execution (with minimal GCT; ≤
250 ms) and monitoring of fast SSC ability is of interest to their coaching team, then DJ-derived
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RSI should be the test of choice. If athletes are incapable of consistent DJ execution (i.e. large
between-trial variability) and GCTs exceed 250 ms then this could be due to: a) the box from
which they have dropped is too high (4), b) they require additional coaching to adopt the
required “bounce” DJ strategy (5, 33) or c) they simply have poor reactive strength and so
require longer-term training to improve this. So long as athletes do not execute the DJ ground
contact phase with unsafe landing mechanics (e.g. knee valgus), it is acceptable for them to
perform the DJ test to allow their reactive strength to be evaluated even if they perform the
jump with undesirable technique.
Alternatively, the CMJ is the most common jump test, is less demanding than the DJ
(involves smaller GRFs (6) and eliminates the skill of landing after dropping from a box [and,
indeed, the requirement of a box] and then immediately jumping) and has been shown to
provide valuable insight into athletes’ neuromuscular and SSC function (17, 25, 37). Therefore,
if athletes routinely perform the CMJ test and/or slow SSC ability is of interest to their coaching
team, then CMJ-derived RSImod could still yield some insight into reactive strength
characteristics. For example, a recent study reported that a higher RSImod in rugby league
players was associated with greater braking and propulsion force, velocity and power (24).
Nevertheless, the present results clearly show that there is a distinct lack of shared variance
between CMJ-derived RSImod and the higher scoring DJ-derived RSI, in a similar group of
athletes. With this in mind, CMJ-derived RSImod is likely appropriate for monitoring all athletes
due to its lower mechanical demand, but better information about reactive strength
characteristics would be yielded from DJ-derived RSI values. The CMJ-derived flight time:
contraction time ratio, which has been reported to provide useful insight into neuromuscular
fatigue (17), is calculated in a very similar way to RSImod. The alternate use of RSImod (and its
constituent parts) as a potential means to assess neuromuscular fatigue could, therefore, form
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a future study that would generate useful information for strength and conditioning
practitioners.
It is worth noting that the subjects of this study were tested at the start of pre-season,
where one might expect fast SSC (tested via DJ-derived RSI) to be more diminished than the
slow SSC (tested via CMJ-derived RSImod). This may explain the greater variability in RSI and
longer than desirable GCTs reported here. Reactive strength characteristics and jump ability
will change throughout a training cycle/season (9, 23), thus future studies should consider
comparing these RSI variants during different training/competition phases to check whether
their associations also change. Also, subdividing a larger sample of forwards and backs to
identify the association between RSI variants for each group would be insightful owing to
positional differences in body mass and match sprint distances (24, 28), which have different
relationships with DJ and CMJ ability (8, 11, 19, 33). Position-specific correlations between
RSI variants were not explored in the present study due to the low sample size used. Future
research avenues should also include testing RSI via DJs performed from a range of box heights
and consider lower-body strength capacity given the likely influence on resultant values (4)
and associations with CMJ-derived RSImod (5).

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
The DJ-derived RSI yields much larger values than the CMJ-derived RSImod and
although a large relationship was noted between them, it equated to just 22% shared variance.
These results suggest that the two RSI variants do not assess or explain the same reactive jump
qualities. Though excellent for both variants, variability was larger for RSI given that a range
of DJ strategies were demonstrated by the athletes tested in this study, despite consistent task
instruction. Nevertheless, if coaches wish to quantify rugby league athletes’ reactive strength
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characteristics, the present results support the use of the DJ-derived RSI due to the much higher
values attained. Cohort-specific between-session reliability for, and relationships between,
both RSI variants should, however, be ascertained across different phases of the sporting season
to inform appropriate test selection to detect intervention-induced changes in reactive strength
characteristics.
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Figure 1: Relationships between drop jump (DJ) and countermovement jump (CMJ) derived variables.
RSI = reactive strength index, RSImod = reactive strength index modified, GCT = ground contact time,
and TTT = time to take-off.
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Table 1: A comparison of traditional and modified reactive strength index values.
Variables

Jump Height (m)
TTT/GCT (s)
RSImod/RSI (ratio)

CMJ

DJ

Mean

SD

ICC

%CV

Mean

SD

ICC

%CV

0.34
0.723
0.47

0.05
0.080
0.08

0.923
0.779
0.823

3.4
4.3
5.6

0.31
0.364
0.90

0.06
0.101
0.22

0.850
0.925
0.861

6.8
6.6
8.2

P

d

0.004
<0.001
<0.001

0.53
3.95
2.57

CMJ = Countermovement Jump; DJ = Drop Jump; SD = Standard Deviation; ICC = Intraclass Correlation Coefficient; %CV = Percentage Coefficient of
Variation; TTT = Time to Take-off; GCT = Ground Contact Time; RSI = Reactive Strength Index; RSImod = Reactive Strength Index Modified

